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(57)Abstract: 
PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a manufacturing method 
that can print a plurality of electrode patterns onto a ceramic green 
sheet by a photogravure printing roll accurately, and to improve 
laminated ceramic electronic components. : 
SOLUTION: In the manufacturing method of laminated ceramic 
electronic components, a process for printing a plurality of 
electrode patterns onto a ceramic green sheet by a photogravure 
printing roll is provided. The photogravure printing roll has a plurality 
of printing sections corresponding to the plurality of electrode 
patterns on an outer surface. A printing section 2 has a plurality of 
recesses 3 that are arranged in the printing section 2, a first portion 
4a that is extended in a direction nearly orthogonally crossing a 
printing direction at the printing direction front end of the plurality 
of recesses 3, and second portions 4b and 4c that extend from both 
the ends of the first portion 4a backward for surrounding the 
plurality of recesses 3. The printing direction back end of the 
printing section 2 is in a shape other than a straight line that is 
extended in a direction that orthogonally crosses the printing 
direction, thus suppressing printing fail at the printing direction back 
end on a ceramic green sheet. 
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fc««<affBOffi£*iSffil£WU #Bi*J«*s, fiESJB'JSB 

BWBSMI^-h L, ^f-©M*t#5 40 

mE***«>^*B{il^»««*r*«"<-SXai: £lf x. 

[«*«3i   mE3E*7-f/p^±^S3t^r, StrE-t^ 

LT^1f-©«JI*«:»«, 2KE 50 

WM 200 3- 59750 
2 

« 2 KE*&<E>«Ji-tr 9*y? «^-«FPpRD^«!at*jfeo 

e>(-«x.5, »*JSi-4(o^-ftL^{cE*oafs-fe7 

[If*«6]   «rEBiaa»«>«*«c:*5v^-ctt, BUM*|HJ 

^<Dmmtmmm^m^(D^t{cx^m^^tixi^ 

[W*«7]    WE#tt0fl»3ftS. StTE* 2 
BSrteA/"e*5 9, ^oRnBiJ*|6ji:ii[2e-rs*fPjti:*tLT 

Mo 

[0 0 0 1] 

*if{-RnBiJ-t-5XS^3fefi*ix^«fJi-fe7 s ^^m^-gp 

3£ef£lIiih6o 
[0 0 0 2] 

[0 00 3] #BH¥ 3-108307 «m 

rBJBU*fe3ftSHi*Sixrt^. -Tft^*>, Hi6Wt 

0 l^b-fe^^ y^^JJ—h 1 0 2dSjftt)ttiStt 
TV^o t7V7^/y-^M02ii> /H 
0 3^lt, |*D-/H0 4i:^3'^7^D'-/l' 
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10 5 t<Dffl\cmfrtl&o fflfrn—/U 10 4 (D^^m^ 

[0 0 0 4] 0i6ic^§ntv^<t5l^ pqijfra—^ 
I o 4J*. T^^^m^—* h i o 6[zmm^tix 

1 0 4<Z>^®lCtt^Lfc3g®'<—* MO 6^P3"Jfrn — 
/H 0 4 £/<;y^T ^/^n— /n 0 5 <h©^lTI/^ 

[0 0 0 5] ^fc, yi/^Kl07CJ;^ WJfro— 
1 0 4CO^®{rf^Lr^'5^SiJC0^m^^-^ htfsS 

* ^ yM 02       ^©IdM^ 10 4a id^Jg 

HflgPl 0 4 aO^jCfflSfcmffi^^ — V^-fe^ ^ 
y??V — M0 2dJ=pgiJ<**i50 

[0 0 0 6] t£$$^ ir^^-/^-/y—>       M 0 2 H 
— ^^WJ^ttfc^. t — ^ — 1 0 8Kl3o^T 

ftOiSiglcKL-Cte. -^if—0>-fc7$ s^^y—^^- 

[0 0 0 7] 

[0008] 01811 ir^^ s^i/y — V->— M0 

iWo^ffiH^fcs. mi8iciov>r, HiB0«*«J^e> 
fe«»cift^o-cfTteix-5. mi 8*»e>we>***J: 
»H/^-yi i ioHigij*rfi]«$a^iov^r, ^ 

^5, w^Lti, Ell 7^StL"Cv^5J:5(-, ^i^— 
Kl 0 7tc«t D^PJoajS^—^ hSrS#ffi5BSJ-. ^ 
U-K10 7 CO5fe«^0flSF|5 10 4a (Z>BlgiJ*|6j^«gffi^ 
tcjfci^-tv^ v K u -^^fc^iy]^ 1 0 4 a CORlglJ^r^l 

U m^fflgiJSixTU* 9 r. <h^J:5i:%^btbSo 
[0009] t^or, ±3*b^3fefffiEW^lB«©*ife-e 

Jl Hll 8tc*Lfci:9ftB3giJ^A36S*i:sr fcdsfc 

(3) if$ffi 2003-59750 
4 

[ooio] ±asLfc«*aflf«»cjs 
«r#* u wm'<9—^nwmxfa&mz&^xmm^ 

[0 0 1 1] ^B^^l^ll ^7 tfTftlfiiJn— 
STJE^-C-^—* h*«^gij<*<^«ffi(wRngij-rs^:i?)<3o^ 
7 tTMglt'feot, BigiJ*rRj«*^ibMt6Eng«^F 

[0 0 12] 

^^trraigijD—/i/Srfflv^T**©««^<^—^ 
*fflgiJr*xa£SH*x., «HE^7^TBigi]ci—yusfts, 

—>fciJS Cfc**©f?giJ«*»*ffii;iW 
U #HigiJ«3fls. BeBigiJ«rtlcE«**tfc**<o|U]« 

^SixTv^s»^Bi*J*rft»*ic43ir^TfflgiJ*rftii» 
HSrrsifl l l ©»»©W*3ft*e>HigiJ* 

^oBlgiJ«fB<DRlgiJ*Si«»!ftS% Hlg(#fiJi:ii«S 

dSHigijsnfcii»ctto-fe7 s s/^^y-^>-h^M 

30 ffi<D8i»ffSr^LT«aeff*#6xa^, 
©^*ffilc^»*«*:*rt-J-SXSt ZmtiZo 
[0 0 13] S2^(:#5ift7^ 

Srffit^-C*jR«>««^^ —^SrHlW-TSXaSrli*., ffir 
|E^7 tfTPpgiJa-^5, «ft<75««^^ —V^JSIS^ 
«*©Bi8iJ»*^*ffi^*L. #HJg«J»*s, KRPgiJWrt 

fi^m^<Dm^M^^tix\f^^(omm^wi 

»»*r*-r6«fe«tl!D«i:4rfll*, ^oHlgy»©RpgiJ*rRl 
»«3ftS. fflgl*lfttittSi"-5i([jt»a^«)«*i:*ttT*3 

*r»*U, WIB««^* —^fc-fe^ ^ 5/^^y->>- 

^if-oajB(**:#sxat, ffiria^-^-o 

50   11^ «HB«6*ffO^*ffi^^»*««r»fi8-t-Sxa 
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[0014] m 2 <DK9i<Di!L<DQfm<DmtBx-n* -^ny 

anmastu zvmmmnmmfttmmtstix. -^ir- 

>— bt>mm&tixh£\<\ 
[0015] m2(D&w^&zmm-t? $ v?m^& 

[0016] ^1,^2 (7>«^OW3eoSffi"e*ix RPB!l 

[0 0 1 7] ^1, g2©^IC§5ait7^ 

Xtebi*s WS'JW^a**5, fflBU*ftfcWi;iKt**tt» 

£vmj&£ttx\,^0 

[0 0 1 8] ^1, S2^l:g6Sit7^y^l 

mat*** 3 (DUftzm-rz. 
[0 0 1 9] #«<E>m3<z>3&WJ*. lftH3Mft:<0*ffi«c^< 

jf8(c*5^r, fflBU*fti:iK«i-S*Wlc3EW5B:««^ 

[0 0 2 0] 

[0 0 2 1 ] *ii 0)11 wilfisj^Si t 7 ^-y ^ 1 

«MJSi:F^BM2^stfM^n^0 B4^&n 
«9k<opPB!lffi 2 W\ ^7 trrSiB'Jci—/u 

(4) 4#P^ 2003-59750 
6 

[0 0 2 2] B1B'JSIS2«, W^-* h&IRJSU i£EP 

^y — >v/— b±{cft\mirZ>tztb{zmtfbtiX\<^Z>a # 

tf«t5f-R»tfe*tfc#ttl!fl«i:S:*i"S. Hi (a) , 
(b) i*, RiBfl»2 0»»*^-r«SWa:*:2pffiia&t)? 

10     [0 0 2 3] HIl   (a) K*H-«fc 9       — 0<£>EPfl"J£f$2 

[0 0 2 4] HIl  (a) Idio^T, AttB3»J*[Rl«r 

20 1 4 a       mi OfflS^Wiffi^*ia P> tLT^o 
*K ^oHiB'J^rpJ^^PtTt-H ^oRiBUS|5 2cD^^{c[pi^ 
orsit^s—»<^»2<offl5>4 b, 4c^m m 
l^S»4ali, HiBiJ*lRjflft4S{c*5^T, BiBU^ftfcBC 
m^CgMCI^^ I2«^4b, 4 
cl*. ^«»«l^^tSl 0)»»4 a {:IfcP>tlt*5 
9, tt««fflBiJ«2©«iBJcS5J:5ic*fi84nri^ 

[0025] t^ot, WB'J»2«>HiBiJ*ej«*tt. EH 
(b) C^LT^tJ:^:, BiBiJ*rpJ««8ftiJ{-ia«S 

30   jh,T^5«»<E>C!]SB3 i:_hE#ttDa«fB4^2<Z)SP^4 . 
b, 4 c^fffi^ia t)P^^ix-rt^o wfrz-ti 
f*\ BiBUtt 2 <z>BiBU*lft**tt. f^B«*fi£i(Birt-6* 

[0026] B3ii, ±is^7tfrPnBiJo— /ncofnB'J 

40     [0 0 2 7] ^7 tTWJp-^ 1 (D^SC^l^- 

to*>HJB0SB 2 (DIlDa 3 Jt^ttDfllfB 4 »fl»a>**S»» 

[0 0 2 8] *H3B0»2©»*^±IBOJ: 5 
icBiBiJ*Wfc**i"S*iftjiijsvsii:j»«^o^ s 
tt-CV^SO-C,  K^^-y^ K6^#BlB«JSFP2 0BIBiJ 
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[ 0 0 2 9 ] **lfc«tf>*Mfttt, r^«t^i:, ^7tT 

tick*), zfricx^xmm'tf—^T&mffimcftim 

[0 0 3 0] ±EoJ:5teLT***>««'<* 

«p:7>r     i i        Sftfc-fc 7 ^ ^^^y-yy- h 

7aw h y ^^-xttJcHigiJStt-cif^p 
[0 0 3 1 ] *HJ£0iJ(7>«tiS*i5fe-ett% ±IBO J: 5 t- L 
Tir^ >7^^y->^- h 1 2£>—mz.%Ok<D9M'* 

^7^w«*n^*««c<oaiJt^—hi 3*«, 3t«p 

[0 0 3 2] ^1f-0«Sfr 1 7 «r»**fifc:«J 
KU IH7^^:LT^i-^^^7f>^^5LC7)^^ 
ism u^i, ii#i8^M«r^a 

^i^Tfi, ±1E«K'<*—>-7O^0©r(cJ:t)#bttfcpfc3 
Sii2 0 a~2 0 d/^ir^ * y^iSr^ltlft!?* 

©«119a,   19bl^»i«2 1,   2 2?:Mt5 

[0 0 3 3] #f)tif:tln      yf 2 3 til, ftMM 

&XZ. «*^A^«»^5FA«:»«-r*ri:^-e# 

[0 0 3 4] Il^WJtlj:, i5lOTLf:ffy- 
h 13^, e*«fe^j:Da**n.- -^if-vmmfci i 
t>mbtiX\,^fcl)K vf-^i«l*l 7S:#5XSlir 
ti PS^ $ n 51 o -eta ft v \ 
[0 0 3 5] 1-&fc>^ i9(i^fj;pi^ X«p^>r^ 

l l±K*>v*T* ir^ ^^^y-yy- h 1 2&T>* 
li/^-y7^tt5fly- h 1 3Sr7gj£Lfc«L 

h 1 3(7)_hlC^^iCir^^ ty^^y-^iX- 

h 2 4^UtS@>'^->'7 A«rH«Ki*riti-5ia*r*(k 

^1^-<E>«Jf# 1 7«r*fifcUTf>±V\ r^ii^ t7 
S ry^y-V^-M^xT, -fc^S s/4"<—* h*r 

(5) WBB 2003-59750 
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[0 0 3 6] il Ote, *2<0*J6««C«^aJi-fe9 5 

si^HJfiCT-eti, ir^ ^ y?yv->i/— h±\z 
wtn<nnM'<9—>7&tei&£tix^tLt*. m2<omifc 

io   ^9frHWiJn-/n ^v^St^li/^-y7C 

/uitm&i,tz&o{zffif$,£tix\,^z><DX\ 3Ln74& 
Ms31±tc^mm^mms<*—>7 ctmf&ztimzo 

i»7-f^3 i±tcmffi^^—^7CtfSJK 

->-h3 2$:Mt50 r^i^Itt, -fc^Sj/*^ 
y — h 3 2<7>T®J-lS$Wtt;^^ —>7 CfrM 
i&ztitzmm^— h 3 3^»s:k&x£z>o ^<vmm 

[0 0 3 7] fcSi/Mi, Hill lZ7jk-$-£. o t-s 3tf*:? -< 
;UA3 1 ±JC*5V^T, ±IEaSv— h3 3«r»ritLfc 

^^tc, hS:?Kfi!c-rsxS«:»l9iSL. « 
m^^ — > 7 DRTf-t?^ y 9 W V 3 4 £rfl£ 

[0038] ii2d m2<DnmM<D&mm&m>W'i- 
z>tz&<ojEmmffimx&>z>o m2<Dmmmx^ 
^/UA3 liitC, «»<0*«^^ —^7C*5^StL^l 

t7-;7^/y->y-F3 2/5«$ixT^t 
30       ii2i:^tJ;3i:, SW|/^-y7C^ 

Ls S^y-h4i^ltt)J:^0 ^co^v— h 
4 1 T*H ir^ 5 >^^-<—^ h 4 2 — >7 C 

t ZtiX^Zo 
[0 0 3 9] Sot, m^^y— h4 l_h{C, ir^ ^ 
^y-yy-h4 3&aau $e>ic,        h4 1 

^ 5/^^y-^^y- hSra»i-sxaHk9 3Si- 
40   r irtcJ: ^SS^^r#fc*^. i«/^-y7 

C tfSfift v       T ^ 5 ^ t tlS.<DMft t <Dm-Zh<D^L*1& 

M^ott^Sft^ — >-7 c*sK»tbix 
rv^fti^»»t<o*«il*rfi«i-Swi:3&s-e#, f7^ 

[0 04 0] ft^o, m 1 2 iC^^tz^MfrKD X 0 ^ 

/N°^ - > 7 BB^^^-^7Ci[|§(Df^|:t7^ 

50   y ^^-^ hS:BlJBiJi-S*fettffi*J: ,9^btlTV^fc0 
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ty^ ;* M 2 1 §rfiPB'JL*:»'g\ *7 ^ y? 
hi 2 1 <Z>*«fBdS««^^ —^ 1 2 2 O^lJ^fft 

^^(c^tt5?lt-r^^l 2 2 a±i:*D±#oti* 

^-F4 3       f-#6 rims. 
[oo4i] ^fc, mi (Dmmmi^^xh. -t?^ y 

? ?y h_b^*»<©««^^->- 7 «r»rtu*i 

—>-7 ^P^tfW^cir^ * 3/^-<—^ h^WJi 
•Ct75sx^^y-^>-MS:MLrt)J:<, HI 1 

[0042] mab"c#fc*«[«atKaE*«-cii, mi 

5Bfi^S^X»5o 114   ( a ) - ( c ) RTim 1 5 

[0043] (El 14 (a) — (c) Rt^IU 1 5 (djoV^T 

BO*«i6$Bl»|*|Rl«r*i:ft5« HIl 4  (a) tdiSLfc 

(D^m\zw±mU5 3&&rtt>tix^z>0 Rns«J«P5 it 

lc^v>TRiJBter^^tt^5^{-jlt^5^i ^gp^s 
3 at. gl©»5 3 a(OM^e>WJ^MCl 

3tf>gB#5 3 dte, — ^COt^^Dfl^S 2 b,  5 2c$:Rl 

(a) a>kW<ba>&J:5[-> Bl»l*rpItS!S'rs*lRl^ 
*5l^-CitlMfc«C3tttf*JxTV^. H3£co|H]£t$ 5 2*i, r 

[0 0 4 4] l?M»5 lldfcvv-ctt:. *<aPPB!l;friRj&i8 
»»li±ia#Mftlfflffl5 5 3 com 3 5 3 d M J; «9 «^ 
^tbTV>^>fcfe, WB"Jgi55 10««ttHlS!l*lfti:l([2SSE-J- 

< , 9fSii 0 co^fc^m^-^ h £EPB"Jir £ r fc ^T- 

[0045] [U14 (b) {^-fHlgiJgPS 4T*tt, JhfB 
tMKQfltt 53^3 <on& 5 3e^ » V*«©*ttSr 

(6) <&m 2003-59750 
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SLtib^, LfciiSoT, BUSM&5 1 EPB"JSB 

jh/0>5fc«>, EPB'Jffis l tBiaWcHiSMIJcBiLroK^ 

[0 04 6] 114   (c) lZ7jk-f%)Rm 5 5 T'fi, 
BQ^5 3 (7)^ 3 <DUft 5 3 f *S«*lC^ffl Lfc^RtttD 
»tt*r*i"S. mi 5 5 6t?Ji. w 

'     B!l*lPj«*^*5Jt-5#ttBfl»5 3 com 3 (7)35^5 3g^ 
10   HlB'J^^r^-lRl^oT^ta Lfc^R^^Sr^-T 

5o r(OJ:9(^ PPBiJa^^^T, #ttlffl«fl5RnB«J^lPl 
m^(cii®LTi^m3(7>^^^ii> fWJ^ft^a: 

[0 0 4 7] £:fc5, ±SBLT#fc*«S«at^SE»«"C 

^y-yv/- h^X«p7>r^A(csiBiJ$tLTt^^, _b 
E^^brrPPBOo—/utt. ^m^—* i^RPBiJKiab 

x h^BiBiJlciBflai-srfcj&s-c*. ttBlB'Jft:f-ov^r 

i\ «^*W^&t/^^P>ftS«SiBWSrfflVN^ri: 

[0 0 4 8] S^K, *mwiz&z>mm-t7^ y?n* 

9 ^ * ^ «^-»fD©«ac^JK < ffl ^ h*t»So 
[0 0 4 9] 

30      [3gW<£>3ft*] ^l^(^^fit7V7^1^ 

^ ^ ^ y -      h ? - > * Hisu-r s 
{^fcfcfj, ^7 trrfflBiJn— yKO«-BIBiJSBfc*5V^T, EP 

tD^t snt^s^fc, PPBij^ttfcm^^->-(-*5 

[0 0 5 0] t£oT. t7; ^^^y —i^^— hJblcift 
»«lc^BiJ»^rti:D^««i^^ —^SrRPBdra- tfrX 

40        »t§14 if<Z)taWfttt©tf ?>o# ft if^'>4 

[0051] g2^^i:§5S8I*St(i, 

tt^snti/^^ mi(omm^m^tmm^. 

f?BiJ*&as±£«t^:«>, Mft^i^t^^ 
50  tSfeOtfe>o#*s*ft<, «[*^fi^l6l»»fiL^FAftif*s 
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[0 0 5 2] X«F7-ft75y^^J 

[0053] 3t»7>r/^{c3t»*ixfcaJls/— 

[0 0 5 4] BiSUSttfcWftoftS^^-^IB^, fgitt 

[0055] ai8u«fsoaiffj*i6i««jw, HUMERI 

tt, BE»2 0«^(0«*A:*«c<ODfl«0«iBi:*$, HUM 

[0 0 5 6] »ttDfl«3JSf5 2©«»«>««IC*5V^r. en 
B«*-IR] £ M^-r 6;>7 fate** Lr3fM-r 

[0057] KKmcmzy?trrBiwasBw:, ^isu>& 

I=PJBIJB-/U£, ^ h«r|»*-rs^U'—Kt*r 

»s^fpjBij-r 5 r £ #-e# 50 

[mu (a), (b) ft, *&9i\£Vk&mm*,7$ y 

lie 
[12] ii (a) -e^LfcHigiJasjcj: 

(7) »BB 2003-59750 
12 

[13] *3BW©*l«>j81IS«Jw*3V^T. ^7t7WJ 

[114] **«©!Bi©*jft«-eflBv>e>ixs^9b,rHi 

[0 5] *«W<OJBl<Z)*lS«^*3V^T^i*7^^± 

io y^D-y^- hllcfttwtS^^-^^MLt 

[0 6] *!SW(7>Sio^l6WT^btL5^1f--^aiB 

[0 7] ffl^^ftJiri^^^ffi^afiifleSr^i-iEffi 

[08] *&w<Dmi<Dmmmic£vmbtizmm^> 

[0 9] Si O^Jffifi»JO^«{^*5V^T. J^7>f/^ 

20 ntm'<*—>'&mm \.x^^-(ommfc*m^n*^ 

[0 10] ^^C0S2OH^JiC^o^T^^^^^A 

[011] *«WOfB2iOjllfi««)*»«lC*3t^, m 
—V&l/iry ^ y^^y— h<£>«/ixa£: 

IK&tEltlfc 9 ig LfcttJ8Sr*-r**»jEK*ffiH. 
[0 12] *«w©tt©*»«*r»w-rsfeae>oH-e*> 

[013] «*K»^*5i^r««^^ —>B»c-fe7 S * 
* ^ y h £«tfc Lfc»^HH^*ttWi"6fc 

[0 14]   (a) — (c) *^l:f^^7t7fp 

[015] ^WK&b^xm^^btizy?trffgyn— 

40    [016] 563fc<^aair7 5 ^^S^SBiPpOKaS^BRU 
t-t?7^ ry^y — —^Sr^^tr 
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(57)Abstract: 

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a 

manufacturing method that can print a 

plurality of electrode patterns onto a ceramic 

green sheet by a photogravure printing roll 

accurately, and to improve laminated 

ceramic electronic components. 

SOLUTION: In the manufacturing method of 

laminated ceramic electronic components, a 

process for printing a plurality of electrode 

patterns onto a ceramic green sheet by a 

photogravure printing roll is provided. The 

photogravure printing roll has a plurality of 

printing sections corresponding to the plurality of electrode patterns on an outer 

surface. A printing section 2 has a plurality of recesses 3 that are arranged in the 

printing section 2, a first portion 4a that is extended in a direction nearly 

orthogonally crossing a printing direction at the printing direction front end of the 

plurality of recesses 3, and second portions 4b and 4c that extend from both the 

ends of the first portion 4a backward for surrounding the plurality of recesses 3. 

The printing direction back end of the printing section 2 is in a shape other than a 

straight line that is extended in a direction that orthogonally crosses the printing 

direction, thus suppressing printing fail at the printing direction back end on a 

ceramic green sheet. 
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1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not 

reflect the original precisely. 

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 

[Claim 1] The process which prepares a ceramic green sheet, and on said 

ceramic green sheet Two or more crevices where it has the process which prints 

two or more electrode patterns using a gravure roll, and has two or more printing 

sections to which said gravure roll responded to two or more electrode patterns 

in an outside surface, and each printing section has been arranged at these 



printing circles, It has the frame-like crevice which has the 2nd part prolonged 

toward the printing direction back end from the both ends of the 1st part which 

carries out an abbreviation rectangular cross with the printing direction in the 

printing direction front end of the part into which two or more crevices are 

surrounded and two or more crevices have gathered, and this 1st part. And the 

printing direction back end of the printing section The process which is made into 

configurations other than the straight line which intersects perpendicularly with 

the printing direction, carries out the laminating of the ceramic green sheet of two 

or more sheets with which two or more electrode patterns were printed at least, 

and obtains a mother's layered product, The manufacture approach of laminating 

ceramic electronic parts equipped with the process which cuts said mother's 

layered product to the layered product of each laminating ceramic electronic- 

parts unit, the process which calcinates the layered product of each laminating 

ceramic electronic-parts unit, and obtains a sintered compact, and the process 

which forms an external electrode in the outside surface of said sintered compact'. 

[Claim 2] It has the process which uses a gravure roll and prints two or more 

electrode patterns on a support film. Two or more crevices where it has two or 

more printing sections to which said gravure roll responded to two or more 

electrode patterns in an outside surface, and each printing section has been 

arranged at these printing circles, It has the frame-like crevice which has the 2nd 

part prolonged toward the printing direction back end from the both ends of the 

1st part which carries out an abbreviation rectangular cross with the printing 

direction in the printing direction front end of the part into which two or more 

crevices are surrounded and two or more crevices have gathered, and this 1st 

part. And the printing direction back end of the printing section After considering 

as configurations other than the straight line which intersects perpendicularly with 

the printing direction and printing two or more electrode patterns on said support 

film The process which forms a ceramic green sheet on this support film, and 

obtains the laminating sheet of said electrode pattern and ceramic green sheet, 

The process which carries out two or more sheet laminating of said laminating 



sheet, and obtains a mother's layered product, and the process which cuts said 

mother's layered product to the layered product of each laminating ceramic 

electronic-parts unit, The manufacture approach of the laminating ceramic 

electronic parts which calcinate said layered product and are equipped with the 

process which obtains a sintered compact, and the process which forms an 

external electrode in the outside surface of said sintered compact. 

[Claim 3] The manufacture approach of laminating ceramic electronic parts 

according to claim 2 of carrying out multiple-times formation of the laminating 

sheet which has said ceramic green sheet and electrode on said support film, 

constituting the layered product of two or more layers, carrying out the laminating 

of this layered product of two or more layers, and obtaining a mother's layered 

product. 

[Claim 4] The manufacture approach of laminating ceramic electronic parts 

according to claim 2 of carrying out the laminating of the laminating sheet 

supported by said support film with a replica method, and obtaining a mother's 

layered product. 

[Claim 5] The manufacture approach of the laminating ceramic electronic parts 

according to claim 1 to 4 further equipped with the process which forms the 

dielectric layer of thickness equivalent to this electrode pattern among two or 

more printed electrode patterns. 

[Claim 6] The manufacture approach of the laminating ceramic electronic parts 

according to claim 1 to 5 which a frame-like crevice is not formed in the printing 

direction and the crossing direction in the back end of said printing section, but 

are constituted by the back end of the 2nd part of a frame-like crevice and the 

back end of two or more of said crevices to which the back end of the printing 

section extends in the printing direction and parallel. 

[Claim 7] The manufacture approach of laminating ceramic electronic parts 

according to claim 1 to 5 that said frame-like crevice has connected between the 

back end of said 2nd part, and has the 3rd part prolonged in the printing direction 

and the direction which crosses to the direction where it intersects 



perpendicularly. 

[Claim 8] The gravure equipment have the blade which it is gravure equipment 

for printing two or more printing graphic forms with a paste on the front face of a 

printing hand-ed, two or more printing sections which embraced two or more 

printing graphic forms are formed in an outside surface, and it is contacted by the 

outside surface of the gravure roll constituted so that it may have configurations 

other than the straight line to which the printing direction back end of each 

printing section extends' in the printing direction and the direction which intersects 

perpendicularly, and said gravure roll, and removes in an excessive paste. 

[Translation done.] 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the gravure equipment used for 

the manufacture approach of laminating ceramic electronic parts and this 

manufacture approach the process which prints the paste of conductive paste etc. 

on a ceramic green sheet or a resin film was improved by the detail more about 

the gravure equipment for printing the paste of conductive paste etc. in the 



manufacture approach list of laminating ceramic electronic parts, such as a 

multilayer capacitor. 

[0002] 

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, on the occasion of manufacture of 

laminating ceramic electronic parts, such as a multilayer capacitor, a multilayer 

substrate, or LC chip, in order to form an internal electrode, conductive paste 

was printed on the ceramic green sheet. 

[0003] The gravure approach which prints conductive paste to a ceramic green 

sheet is indicated by JP,3-108307,A. That is, as shown in drawing 16 , by the 

approach of a publication, the ceramic green sheet 102 has let out to this 

advanced technology from the supply roll 101. The ceramic green sheet 102 is 

led between the rigid-body roll 104 and the back up roll 105 through a roll 103. 

As shown to drawing 17 in a schematic-drawing-sectional view, two or more 

crevice 104a which embraced the configuration of the printing pattern of 

conductive paste is formed in the outside surface of the rigid-body roll 104. 

[0004] It is immersed in conductive paste 106 in the lower part part, and as the 

arrow head of illustration shows, the rigid-body roll 104 rotates the rigid-body roll 

104, as shown in drawing 16 . The conductive paste 106 adhering to the external 

surface of the rigid-body roll 104 is carried to the part of the rigid-body roll 104 

and the back up roll 105 which has countered by rotation of the rigid-body roll 

104. 

[0005] Moreover, the excessive conductive paste adhering to the outside surface 

of the rigid-body roll 104 is scratched by the blade 107. Therefore, on the other 

hand in the part which the rigid-body roll 104 and the back up roll 105 have 

countered, the conductive paste of the ceramic green sheet 102 with which 

crevice 104a was filled up is printed by the field. Thus, the electrode pattern 

according to the configuration of crevice 104a is printed by the ceramic green 

sheet 102. 

[0006] In addition, after an electrode pattern is printed by the ceramic green 

sheet 102, it is dried and rolled round in a heater 108. On the occasion of 

i 



manufacture of actual laminating ceramic electronic parts, two or more electrode 

patterns are printed on a mother's ceramic green sheet according to the above 

approaches. 

[0007] 

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, when conductive paste was 

printed with the conventional gravure mentioned above, in the printed electrode 

pattern, the drag of the conductive paste prolonged in the printing direction back 

end in the printing direction back might arise. 

[0008] Drawing 18 is the schematic-drawing-partial notching top view showing 

the condition of having printed the electrode pattern 111 of two or more 

rectangles according to the approach of a publication to the above-mentioned 

advanced technology on the ceramic green sheet 102. In drawing 18 , printing is 

performed toward left-hand side from right-hand side. In the printing direction 

back end of the rectangular electrode pattern 111, it turns out that the drag of the 

conductive paste shown by the arrow head A has arisen so that clearly from 

drawing 18 . In case this scratches excessive conductive paste with a blade 107 

as shown in drawing 17 , it remains without the tip of a blade 107 bounding in the 

printing direction back end part of crevice 104a, therefore being able to scratch 

excessive conductive paste certainly from the outside surface of the rigid-body 

roll section 104 [ near the printing direction back end of crevice 104a ], and is 

considered to be because for this to be printed. 

[0009] Therefore, by the approach given in the advanced technology mentioned 

above, in the laminating ceramic electronic parts which poor printing as shown in 

drawing 18 may arise, and were obtained, it was sufficient and there was a 

possibility which electrical characteristics, such as electrostatic capacity, produce 

in rose ********, a poor short circuit, or poor insulation resistance of carrying out. 

[0010] The purpose of this invention is to offer the manufacture approach of 

laminating ceramic electronic parts equipped with the process which can print an 

electrode pattern with high precision, without canceling the fault of the 

conventional technique.mentioned above and producing the drag of conductive 



paste in the printing direction back end of an electrode pattern. 

[0011] Other purposes of this invention are gravure equipment for printing a 

paste on the front face of a printing hand-ed using a gravure roll, and they are to 

offer the gravure equipment which makes it possible to print a paste with high 

precision, without producing poor printing in the printing direction back end. 

[0012] 

[Means for Solving the Problem] The manufacture approach of the laminating 

ceramic electronic parts concerning the 1st invention The process which 

prepares a ceramic green sheet, and on said ceramic green sheet Two or more 

crevices where it has the process which prints two or more electrode patterns 

using a gravure roll, and has two or more printing sections to which said gravure 

roll responded to two or more electrode patterns in an outside surface, and each 

printing section has been arranged at these printing circles, It has the frame-like 

crevice which has the 2nd part prolonged toward the printing direction back end 

from the both ends of the 1st part which carries out an abbreviation rectangular 

cross with the printing direction in the printing direction front end of the part into 

which two or more crevices are surrounded and two or more crevices have 

gathered, and this 1st part. And the printing direction back end of the printing 

section The process which is made into configurations other than the straight line 

which intersects perpendicularly with the printing direction, carries out the 

laminating of the ceramic green sheet of two or more sheets with which two or 

more electrode patterns were printed at least, and obtains a mothers layered 

product, It has the process which cuts said mother's layered product to the 

layered product of each laminating ceramic electronic-parts unit, the process 

which calcinates the layered product of each laminating ceramic electronic-parts 

unit, and obtains a sintered compact, and the process which forms an external 

electrode in the outside surface of said sintered compact. 

[0013] The manufacture approach of the laminating ceramic electronic parts 

concerning the 2nd invention It has the process which uses a gravure roll and 

prints two or more electrode patterns on a support film. Two or more crevices 



where it has two or more printing sections to which said gravure roll responded to 

two or more electrode patterns in an outside surface, and each printing section 

has been arranged at these printing circles, It has the frame-like crevice which 

has the 2nd part prolonged toward the printing direction back end from the both 

ends of the 1st part which carries out an abbreviation rectangular cross with the 

printing direction in the printing direction front end of the part into which two or 

more crevices are surrounded and two or more crevices have gathered, and this 

1st part. And the printing direction back end of the printing section After 

considering as configurations other than the straight line which intersects 

perpendicularly with the printing direction and printing two or more electrode 

patterns on said support film The process which forms a ceramic green sheet on 

this support film, and obtains the laminating sheet of said electrode pattern and 

ceramic green sheet, Two or more sheet laminating of said laminating sheet is 

carried out, and it has the process which obtains a mother's layered product, the 

process which cuts said mother's layered product to the layered product of each 

laminating ceramic electronic-parts unit, the process which calcinates said 

layered product and obtains a sintered compact, and the process which forms an 

external electrode in the outside surface of said sintered compact. 

[0014] On other specific aspects of affairs of the 2nd invention, multiple-times 

formation of the laminating sheet which has a ceramic green sheet and an 

electrode on a support film is carried out, the layered product of two or more 

layers is constituted, the laminating of this layered product of two or more layers 

is carried out, and a mother's layered product is obtained. In addition, the 

laminating of the plain ceramic green sheet may be carried out to the upper and 

lower sides of not only a laminating sheet but a laminating sheet in this case. 

[0015] On still more nearly another specific aspect of affairs of the manufacture 

approach of the laminating ceramic electronic parts concerning the 2nd invention, 

the laminating of the laminating sheet supported by the above-mentioned support 

film is carried out by the replica method, and a mother's layered product is 

obtained by it. 



[0016] On the specific aspect of affairs of the 1st and the 2nd invention, it has 

further the process which forms the dielectric layer of thickness equivalent to this 

electrode pattern among two or more printed electrode patterns. 

[0017] A frame-like crevice is not formed in the printing direction and the crossing 

direction, but the back end of the printing section is constituted from an another 

specific aspect of affairs of the manufacture approach of the laminating ceramic 

electronic parts concerning the 1st and 2nd invention by the back end of said 

printing section by the printing direction, the back end of the 2nd part of the 

frame-like crevice which extends in parallel, and the back end of two or more of 

said crevices. 

[0018] Further, on other specific aspects of affairs of the manufacture approach 

of the laminating ceramic electronic parts concerning the 1st and 2nd invention, 

said frame-like crevice is the direction to which between the back end of said 2nd 

part is connected, and it has the 3rd part prolonged in the direction which crosses 

to the printing direction and the direction which intersects perpendicularly. 

[0019] Are gravure equipment for printing two or more printing graphic forms with 

a paste on the front face of a printing hand-ed, two or more printing sections 

which embraced two or more printing graphic forms are formed in the outside 

surface, and each printing section sets invention of the 3rd of this application to 

the printing direction back end. It is contacted by the outside surface of the 

gravure roll constituted so that it may have configurations other than the straight 

line prolonged in the printing direction and the direction which intersects 

perpendicularly, and said gravure roll, and has the blade which removes an 

excessive paste. 

[0020] 

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, this invention is clarified by explaining 

the concrete example of this invention, referring to a drawing. 

[0021] The manufacture approach of the laminating ceramic electronic parts of 

the 1st example of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 1 - 

drawing 8 . First, a mothers ceramic green sheet is prepared. Next, two or more 



electrode patterns for using a gravure roll and forming an internal electrode on a 

mother's ceramic green sheet, are printed. Drawing 4 is the perspective view 

showing the appearance of a gravure roll. The gravure roll 1 consists of rigid 

ingredients, such as stainless steel, and has a cylinder-like outside surface. Two 

or more formation of the printing section 2 according to a rectangular internal 

electrode is carried out at the outside surface of the gravure roll 1. In the outside 

surface of the gravure roll 1, two or more formation is carried out in the direction 

which intersects perpendicularly with a hoop direction, and also in the hoop 

direction, two or more printing sections 2 separate predetermined spacing, and 

two or more printing sections 2 are formed so that clearly from drawing 4 . 

[0022] The printing section 2 holds conductive paste, and it is prepared in order 

to print the electrode pattern according to the configuration of the rectangle of 

this printing section 2 on a ceramic green sheet. Each printing section 2 has in 

fact two or more crevices and the frame-like crevice prepared so that two or more 

crevices might be surrounded. Drawing 1 (a) and (b) are the typical expansion 

top views and partial notching expansion top views showing the detail of the 

printing section 2. 

[0023] As shown in drawing 1 (a), the one printing section 2 has two or more 

crevices 3 arranged at these printing circles, and the frame-like crevice 4. two or 

more crevices 3 - the rectangular printing section   it is arranged in the shape of 

a matrix so that all fields may be occupied mostly. In this operation gestalt, 

although a crevice 3 has the flat-surface configuration of a rhombus, it may be 

made into proper configurations, such as a circle, a triangle, and a rectangle, in 

the flat-surface configuration of a crevice 3. 

[0024] In drawing 1 (a), an arrow head A shows the printing direction. That is, 

printing is performed toward a end face from the end face side of an arrow head 

A. The frame-like crevice 4 is put in a row by 1st partial 4a prepared in the 

printing direction front end, and the both ends of the 1st part, and has the 2nd 

part 4b and 4c of the pair prolonged toward the back end of the printing section 2 

in parallel with the printing direction. 1st partial 4a is prolonged in the shape of a 



straight line in the printing direction front end in the printing direction and the 

direction which intersects perpendicularly, and the 2nd part 4b and 4c is put in a 

row by 1st partial 4a in all one end, and it is formed so that it may result in the 

back end of the other end side printing section 2. 

[0025] Therefore, the printing direction back end of the printing section 2 is 

constituted by the back end of the 2nd part 4b and 4c of two or more crevices 3 

arranged at the printing direction back end side, and the above-mentioned frame- 

like crevice 4 so that it may expand to drawing 1 (b) and may be shown. In other 

words, the printing direction back end of the printing section 2 is constituted so 

that it may have configurations other than the straight line prolonged in the 

printing direction and thfe direction which intersects perpendicularly. 

[0026] Drawing 3 is the schematic-drawing-surface sectional view showing the 

process which gives conductive paste 5 to the printing section 2 of the above- 

mentioned gravure roll 1. As shown in drawing 3 , on the occasion of printing, a 

lower part part is dipped in conductive paste 5, and the gravure roll 1 rotates in 

the direction of an arrow head of illustration. 

[0027] The conductive paste which conductive paste 5 adhered to the outside 

surface of the gravure roll 1, and adhered to outside-surface parts other than 

crevice [ of excessive conductive paste 2, i.e., the printing section, ] 3 and frame- 

like crevice 4 after an appropriate time is scratched by the doctor blade 6. 

[0028] In this case, since it considers as configurations other than the straight 

line to which the back end of each printing section 2 extends as mentioned above 

in the printing direction and the direction which intersects perpendicularly, a 

doctor blade 6 cannot bound easily in the printing direction back end of each 

printing section 2. Therefore, since excessive conductive paste cannot adhere 

easily in the back of the printing section 2, the conductive paste given to the 

crevice 3 and the frame-like crevice 4 of the printing section 2 is imprinted by the 

ceramic green sheet, and can form certainly the electrode pattern 7 of the 

rectangle configuration shown in drawing 2 . 

[0029] The printing direction back end of each printing section 2 of the gravure 

! 
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roll 1 has the description of this example in having made it possible to print the 

electrode pattern 7 with high precision by it in this way by considering as 

configurations other than the straight line prolonged in the printing direction and 

the direction which intersects perpendicularly. 

[0030] Drawing 5 shows the ceramic green sheet with which two or more 

electrode patterns were printed as mentioned above. In addition, in drawing 5 , 

the above-mentioned gravure roll 1 is used for the ceramic green sheet 12 which 

a mother's ceramic green sheet 12 is supported on the support film 11, and was 

supported by this support film 11, and two or more electrode patterns 7 are 

printed in the shape of a matrix. 

[0031] By the manufacture approach of this example, the laminating sheet 13 of 

two or more sheets with which two or more electrode patterns 7 were printed by 

the whole surface of the ceramic green sheet 12 as mentioned above exfoliates 

from the support film 11, and a laminating is carried out with a replica method. 

After an appropriate time, the laminating of the plain ceramic green sheet is 

carried out up and down, and the layered product 17 of the mother who shows 

drawing 6 is obtained. 

[0032] Next, a mother's layered product 17 is cut in the thickness direction, and 

the layered product 18 of the multilayer capacitor unit which expands to drawing 

7 and is shown is obtained. The sintered compact 19 shown in drawing 8 is 

obtained by calcinating a layered product 18 after an appropriate time. It is 

arranged so that the internal electrodes 20a-20d obtained by cutting of the 

above-mentioned electrode pattern 7 may overlap through a ceramic layer in a 

sintered compact 19. Moreover, a multilayer capacitor 23 is obtained by forming 

the external electrodes 21 and 22 in the end faces 19a and 19b of the ceramic 

sintered compact 19. 

[0033] In the obtained multilayer capacitor 23, since high precision printing of the 

electrode pattern 7 mentioned above for forming internal electrodes 20a-20d is 

carried out on a mother's ceramic green sheet 12, the precision of an internal 

electrode configuration is raised. Therefore, dispersion in electrostatic capacity 



can be reduced and a poor short circuit and poor insulation resistance can be 

controlled. 

[0034] Although the laminating of the laminating sheet 13 shown in drawing 5 

was carried out by the replica method and a mothers layered product 17 was 

obtained in the 1st example, the process which obtains a mothers layered 

product 17 is not limited to this. 

[0035] Namely, as shown in drawing 9 , after forming the laminating sheet 13 

which has the ceramic green sheet 12 and the electrode pattern 7 on the support 

film 11, By repeating the process which forms similarly the ceramic green sheet 

24 and electrode pattern 7A further on this laminating sheet 13, the layered 

product of two or more layers is formed on the support film 11, the laminating of 

this layered product of two or more layers may be carried out, and a mother's 

layered product 17 may be formed. In this case, it may change into a ceramic 

green sheet and a ceramic layer may be formed by applying and stiffening a 

ceramic paste. 

[0036] Drawing 10 is a sectional view for explaining the manufacture approach of 

the laminating ceramic electronic parts concerning the 2nd example. In the 1st 

example, although two or more electrode patterns 7 were formed on the ceramic 

green sheet, as shown in drawing 10 , by the 2nd example, two or more 

electrode pattern 7C is printed using the gravure roll 1 used in the 1st example 

on the support film 31 which consists of a synthetic-resin film like a polyethylene 

terephthalate film first. Also in this case, since it is constituted as the gravure roll 

1 mentioned above, electrode pattern 7C may be formed with high precision on 

the support film 31. The ceramic green sheet 32 is formed so that the field where 

electrode pattern 7C is formed on the support film 31 may be covered after an 

appropriate time. Thus, the laminating sheet 33 with which two or more electrode 

pattern 7C was formed in the inferior surface of tongue of the ceramic green 

sheet 32 can be obtained. A mother's layered product may be obtained by 

carrying out the laminating of this laminating sheet 33 with a replica method like 

the 1st example. 



[0037] Or as shown in drawing 11 , after forming the above-mentioned laminating 

sheet 33 on the support film 31, the process which forms a laminating sheet may 

be repeated further, electrode pattern 7D and the ceramic green sheet 34 may 

be formed, and a mothers layered product may be obtained by it. 

[0038] Drawing 12 is a transverse-plane sectional view for explaining the 

modification of the 2nd example. In the 2nd example, after two or more electrode 

pattern 7C was formed on the support film 31, the ceramic green sheet 32 was 

formed, but as shown in drawing 12 , after forming two or more electrode pattern 

7C, among two or more electrode pattern 7C, a ceramic paste may be printed so 

that it may become thickness equivalent to electrode pattern 7C, and the 

compound sheet 41 may be formed. With this compound sheet 41, since the 

ceramic paste 42 is arranged between electrode pattern 7C, it is supposed that 

the top face of the compound sheet 41 is flat. 

[0039] Therefore, the laminating of the ceramic green sheet 43 is carried out on 

the compound sheet 41, and further, when a mother's layered product is obtained 

by repeating ** which carries out the laminating of the compound sheet 41 and 

the ceramic green sheet, the difference of the thickness of the part which 

electrode pattern 7C overlaps, and other parts can be reduced. That is, when a 

mother's layered product is pressurized in the thickness direction in advance of 

baking, the consistency difference of the part which electrode pattern 7C 

overlaps, and the part in which electrode pattern 7C is not prepared can be 

reduced, and generating of delamination can be controlled. 

[0040] In addition, like the modification shown in drawing 12 , after forming 

electrode pattern 7C on a support film, the approach of printing a ceramic paste 

in thickness equivalent to electrode pattern 7C between the electrode patterns 7 

was learned conventionally. However, in a conventional method, when the 

ceramic paste 121 is printed as shown in drawing 13 since the drag mentioned 

above in the printing direction back end arises when electrode pattern 7C is 

formed with gravure, the edge of the ceramic paste 121 will be risen and applied 

on drag section 122a in the printing direction back end of the electrode pattern 



122. That is, if this invention is used for thickness equivalent to an electrode 

pattern to having been difficult to print a ceramic paste with high precision 

between electrode patterns when a conventional method is used, since it will 

drag to the printing direction back end of such an electrode pattern and the 

section will not arise, a ceramic paste can be printed in thickness equivalent to 

an electrode pattern with high precision, and the flat laminating sheet 43 can be 

obtained easily. 

[0041] Moreover, also in the 1st example, after forming two or more electrode 

patterns 7 on a ceramic green sheet, a ceramic paste can be printed in thickness 

equivalent to two or more electrode patterns 7, a ceramic green sheet layer may 

be formed so that between two or more electrode patterns 7 may be filled, and a 

precise sintered compact can be obtained by it like the modification shown in 

drawing 12 R> 2. 

[0042] Although the mark details 2 of the configuration shown in (a) were formed 

in drawing 1 in the example and modification which have been mentioned above, 

in this invention, the configuration of the printing section of a gravure roll may 

deform suitably. Drawing 14 (a) - (c) and drawing 15 are each typical top view 

showing the modification of the printing section. 

[0043] Drawing 14 (a) In - (c) and drawing 15 , the printing direction is left-hand 

side from the right-hand side of a drawing, therefore the right-hand side of a 

drawing serves as the printing direction front end. In the printing section 51 

shown in drawing 14 (a), the frame top crevice 53 is established in the outside of 

a part in which two or more crevices 52 are established. In the printing section 51, 

the frame-like crevice 53 has the 2nd part 53b and 53c prolonged in the printing 

direction back end from the both ends of 1st partial 53a prolonged in the printing 

direction front end like the printing section 2 in the printing direction and the 

direction which intersects perpendicularly, and 1st partial 53a. Furthermore, the 

53d of the 3rd part is prepared in the printing section 51. It is formed so that the 

frame-like crevices 52b and 52c of a pair may be connected with the printing 

direction back end, but the 53d of the 3rd part is extended in the shape of a 



straight line in the printing direction and the crossing direction so that clearly from 

drawing 14 (a). Two or more crevices 52 are enclosed by the frame-like crevice 

53 of the shape of such a ring closure. 

[0044] In the printing section 51, since the printing direction back end part is 

constituted by the 53d of the 3rd part of the above-mentioned frame-like crevice 

53, the back end of the printing section 51 is made into configurations other than 

the straight line which intersects perpendicularly with the printing direction. 

Therefore, on the occasion of printing, a doctor blade cannot bound easily in the 

printing direction back end, and can print conductive paste in the configuration as 

a request. 

[0045] In the printing section 54 shown in drawing 14 (b), 3rd partial 53e of the 

above-mentioned frame-like crevice 53 has [ therefore ] the configuration of the 

letter of the abbreviation for V characters. Like the printing section 51 the back 

end of the printing section 54 Since it considers as configurations other than the 

straight line which intersects perpendicularly with the printing direction, the bound 

in the printing direction back end of the doctor blade for printing like the printing 

section 51 can be controlled. 

[0046] In the printing section 55 shown in drawing 14 (c), the 53f of the 3rd part 

of the frame-like crevice 53 has the configuration of the shape of a semicircle 

projected back. Moreover, in the printing section 56 shown in drawing 15 , it has 

the configuration of the shape of a semicircle which the 53g of the 3rd part of the 

frame-like crevice 53 in the printing direction back end projected toward the 

printing direction front. Thus, in the printing section, especially if the 

configurations of the 3rd part where it is located in the printing direction back end 

of a frame-like crevice are configurations other than the straight line prolonged in 

the printing direction and the direction which intersects perpendicularly, they will 

not be limited, but they can be made into various configurations. 

[0047] In addition, although conductive paste was printed by the ceramic green 

sheet and the support film on the occasion of manufacture of laminating ceramic 

electronic parts in the example and modification which have been mentioned 



above using the gravure roll 1 mentioned above The above-mentioned gravure 

roll 1 is applicable to printing of various pastes of not only printing of conductive 

paste but a glass paste, an adhesives paste, etc. also about a printing hand-ed 

The printing hand-ed which consists not only of a ceramic green sheet or a 

support film but of various ingredients and configurations can be used. 

[0048] Furthermore, the manufacture approach of the laminating ceramic 

electronic parts concerning this invention may be widely used for manufacture of 

various laminating ceramic electronic parts, such as not only the multilayer 

capacitor mentioned above but a multilayer substrate, an LC filter, a laminating 

inductor, etc. 

[0049] 

[Effect of the Invention] Since it is considered as configurations other than the 

straight line to which the printing direction back end extends in each printing 

section of a gravure roll in the printing direction and the direction which intersects 

perpendicularly in printing two or more electrode patterns on a ceramic green 

sheet using a gravure roll, by the manufacture approach of the laminating 

ceramic electronic parts concerning the 1st invention, it is hard poor printing, 

such as the drag of the printing direction back end in the printed electrode pattern, 

producing. 

[0050] Therefore, the electrode pattern according to the printing section can be 

printed with high precision on a ceramic green sheet, there is little dispersion in 

electrical characteristics, such as electrostatic capacity, etc., and the laminating 

ceramic electronic parts which a poor short circuit and poor insulation resistance 

cannot produce easily can be offered. 

[0051] In printing two or more electrode patterns by the manufacture approach 

concerning the 2nd invention using a gravure roll on a support film Since the 

printing direction back end of each printing section of a gravure roll outside 

surface is made into configurations other than the straight line which intersects 

perpendicularly with the printing direction Since an electrode pattern can be 

printed with high precision on a support film and it is hard to produce poor 



printing like the case of the 1st invention, there is little dispersion in electrical 

characteristics, such as electrostatic capacity, and the laminating ceramic 

electronic parts which a poor short circuit and poor insulation resistance cannot 
i 

produce easily can be dffered. 

[0052] When carrying out multiple-times formation of the laminating sheet which 

has a ceramic green sheet and an electrode on a support film and obtaining a 

mother's layered product, the laminating process which obtains a mother's 

layered product can be performed on a support film, and the workspace for a 

laminating can be reduced. 

[0053] Moreover, when carrying out the laminating of the laminating sheet 

supported by the support film with a replica method and obtaining a mother's 

layered product, even if it is the case where a ceramic green sheet with thin 

thickness is formed, after having been supported by the support film, a laminating 

can be carried out to stability. 

[0054] In having further the process which forms the ceramic green sheet layer of 

thickness equivalent to this electrode pattern among two or more printed 

electrode patterns When a mother's layered product is pressurized in the 

thickness direction, it is hard to produce the level difference of the part which the 

electrode pattern overlaps, and the part in which an electrode pattern does not 

exist. Therefore, a precise sintered compact can be obtained, generating of 

delamination etc. can be controlled, and the dependability of laminating ceramic 

electronic parts can be raised. 

[0055] A frame-like crevice is not formed in the printing direction and the crossing 

direction at the printing direction back end of the printing section. When the back 

end of the printing section is constituted by the printing direction, the back end of 

the 2nd part of the frame-like crevice which extends in parallel, and the back end 

of two or more crevices Since the straight line to which the back end of this 2nd 

part and the back end of two or more crevices extend in the printing direction and 

the direction which intersects perpendicularly does not become, according to this 

invention, poor printing in the printing direction back end can be controlled. 



[0056] Since it is hard to produce bound of the blade for scratching excessive 

conductive paste in this-3rd part in having the 3rd part prolonged in the direction 

in which a frame-like crevice crosses to the direction which intersects 

perpendicularly with the printing direction in the back end of the 2nd part, 

according to this invention, poor printing in the printing direction back end can be 

controlled. 

[0057] Since the printing section which has configurations other than the straight 

line prolonged in the printing direction back end in the printing direction and the 

direction which intersects perpendicularly is equipped with the gravure roll 

formed in the outside surface, and the blade which removes an excessive paste, 

in case the gravure equipment concerning this invention removes an excessive 

paste with a blade, in the printing direction back end, bound of a blade cannot 

produce it easily, therefore, highly precise [ according to the configuration of the 

printing section ] in a paste - it can print. 

[Translation done.] 

* NOTICES * 

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any 

damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not 

reflect the original precisely. 

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

[Drawing 1] (a) and (b) are the typical top view expanding and showing the 



typical top view for explaining the configuration of the printing section currently 

formed in the outside surface of the gravure roll used for the manufacture 

approach of the laminating ceramic electronic parts concerning this invention, 

and its part. 

[Drawing 2] The typical top view showing the configuration of the electrode 

pattern printed by the printing section shown by drawing 1 (a). 

[Drawing 3] The typical transverse-plane sectional view showing the process 

which removes excessive conductive paste with a blade in the 1st example of 

this invention while holding conductive paste in the printing section of a gravure 

roll. 

[Drawing 4] The perspective view showing the appearance of the gravure roll 

used in the 1st example of this invention. 

[Drawing 5] The transverse-plane sectional view showing the condition of having 

formed the ceramic green sheet on the support film in the 1st example of this 

invention, and having formed two or more electrode patterns on this ceramic 

green sheet. 

[Drawing 6] The transverse-plane sectional view for explaining a mother's layered 

product obtained in the 1st example of this invention. 

[Drawing 7] The transverse-plane sectional view showing the layered product of 

each multilayer capacitor unit. 

[Drawing 8] The transverse-plane sectional view showing the multilayer capacitor 

obtained according to the 1st example of this invention. 

[Drawing 9] The transverse-plane sectional view showing the condition of having 

carried out the laminating of two or more ceramic green sheet and two or more 

electrode patterns on the support film, and having obtained a mother's layered 

product in the modification of the 1st example. 

[Drawing 10] The transverse-plane sectional view showing the condition of 

having formed the ceramic green sheet layer after printing two or more electrode 

patterns on a support film in the 2nd example of this invention. 

[Drawing 11] The typical transverse-plane sectional view showing the condition of 

i 



having repeated the laminating process of an electrode pattern and a ceramic 

green sheet two or more times, in the modification of the 2nd example of this 

invention. 

[Drawing 12] The transverse-plane sectional view for explaining how being 

drawing for explaining other modifications of this invention, and forming a 

ceramic green sheet layer among two or more electrode patterns. 

[Drawing 13] The partial notching expansion transverse-plane sectional view for 

explaining the trouble at the time of forming a ceramic green sheet between 

electrode patterns in the conventional technique. 

[Drawing 14] (a) - (c) is each typical top view showing the modification of the 

configuration of the printing section formed in the gravure roll outside surface of 

the gravure equipment concerning this invention. 

[Drawing 15] The typical top view for explaining other examples of the 

configuration of the printing section formed in the outside surface of the gravure 

roll used in this invention. 

[Drawing 16] The outline block diagram for explaining the process which carries 

out gravure of the electrode pattern on a ceramic green sheet on the occasion of 

manufacture of the conventional laminating ceramic electronic parts. 

[Drawing 17] The partial notching sectional view for explaining the process which 

removes the excessive conductive paste on a gravure roll with a blade in a 

conventional method. 

[Drawing 18] The partial notching top view for explaining a trouble when two or 

more electrode patterns are printed on a ceramic green sheet according to a 

conventional method. 

[Description of Notations] 

1 - Gravure roll 

2 - Printing section 

3 - Crevice 

4 - Frame-like crevice 

4a - The 1st part 

i 



4b, 4c - The 2nd part ; 

4d - The 3rd part 

5 - Conductive paste 

6 - Blade 

7 - Electrode pattern 

7A, 7C, 7D - Electrode pattern 

11 - Support film 

12 - Ceramic green sheet 

13 - Laminating sheet 

17 - A mother's layered product 

18 - Layered product 

19 - Sintered compact 

20a-20d - Internal electrode 

21 22 - External electrode 

23 - Multilayer capacitor 

31 - Support film 

32 - Ceramic green sheet 

33 - Laminating sheet j 
i 

42 - Ceramic paste 

51, 54, 55, 56 - Printing section 

52 - Crevice 

53 - Frame-like crevice 

53a -- The 1st part 

53b, 53c - The 2nd part 

53d-53g - The 3rd part 

[Translation done.] 
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